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Calculation of vapor pressure isotope effects in the rare gases
and their mixtures using an integral equation theory

J. N. Canongia Lopes,a) A. A. H. Pádua,b) L. P. N. Rebelo,c) and J. Bigeleisend)

Centro de Quı´mica Estrutural, IST, 1049 001 Lisboa, Portugal

~Received 24 October 2002; accepted 19 December 2002!

Vapor pressure isotope effects~VPIEs! in monatomic systems~neon to xenon, either between pure
isotopes or in their binary mixtures! were evaluated using an integral equation theory for a
Lennard-Jones fluid with the Duh–Haymet–Handerson closure. The most relevant quantity obtained
in this way is the average of the Laplacian of the potential energy of the system,^¹2U&, also known
as the mean force constant. The results correctly predict the different rare-gas VPIEs which span
over several orders of magnitude. Using a simple two-parameter corresponding states principle, the
method is capable of predicting VPIEs simply from the knowledge of isotopically independent
Lennard-Jones parameters of each rare gas and the masses of its isotopes. Each type of VPIE~in
pure isotopes or mixtures! map onto two reduced variable equations in terms of ln(f1 /fg

o)* and
ln(g`)* . The former quantity represents a reduced form of the reduced partition function ratio~a
measure of the VPIE between pure isotopes! while the second is a reduced form of the liquid activity
coefficient at infinite dilution~a measure of VPIEs in isotopic binary mixtures!. Several issues
related to the temperature and density dependence of^¹2U& are also addressed in this work.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1545445#

I. INTRODUCTION

Isotopic substitution can modify the equilibrium thermo-
dynamic properties of both pure substances and their mix-
tures. In particular, vapor pressure isotope effects~VPIEs!
have been successfully interpreted using the statistical theory
of isotope effects in condensed phase.1 This theory relates
the thermodynamic properties of a pair of isotopically sub-
stituted molecules to their reduced partition function ratios
~RPFRs!, creating a simple and effective link between bulk
macroscopic properties and their molecular counterparts.

Besides the mass, reduced masses, and moments of in-
ertia of the isotopically substituted species, the theory re-
quires a knowledge of the force constants or frequencies as-
sociated with the molecular modes of motion, as well as their
equations of state.

Traditionally these quantities have been obtained from
spectroscopic and bulk thermodynamic data. In this work we
propose a self-contained approach based on a classical sta-
tistical mechanics theory of the fluid state, which supplies all
the data necessary to predict VPIE in monatomic systems,
from a simple two-parameter molecular model.

II. THEORY

A. Statistical theory of vapor pressure isotope effects
in condensed phase

The relation between the vapor pressure isotope effect
and the reduced partition function ratio for a pair of isotopi-
cally substituted molecules is established through small cor-
rections to the vapor pressure, associated with the equation
of state of the liquid and vapor phases.1 For instance, at low
pressure, and assuming a negligible isotope effect on the
second virial coefficient,

ln
f liq

f gas
o 5 ln

p8

p S 11pS B2
V

RTD D , ~1!

wheref liq and f gas
o are the RPFRs of the condensed and ideal

vapor phases, respectively. The prime denotes always the
lighter isotopically substituted species,p is the vapor pres-
sure,B is the second virial coefficient of the vapor phase, and
V is the orthobaric molar volume of the condensed phase. A
reduced partition function ratio ~f ! is defined as
(Q/Q8)q.m./(Q/Q8)cl. , whereQq.m. andQcl. are the quantum
mechanical and classical partition functions, respectively.
The reduced partition function of the gas phase is calculated
considering the ideal gas reference state (f gas

o 51 for mona-
tomics! and that of the liquid at a commonV ~that of the
heavier isotope!.

In the case of rare gases, which are nearly classical iso-
tropic fluids ~helium is excluded!, the RPFRs are directly
related to the mean force constant~average of the Laplacian
of the potential energy! in the liquid phase.1 Within first-
order approximation the relation is given by
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m.m8D ~^¹2U& liq!, ~2!

where m is the atomic mass,Dm the mass difference be-
tween isotopes~heavier—lighter!, and^¹2U& is the Laplac-
ian of the potential energy evaluated atT andV. The latter
quantity is generally accessed experimentally either by spec-
troscopic or molecular scattering data.

The statistical mechanical theory of isotope effects in
condensed phases can also encompass the thermodynamic
properties of mixtures of isotopically substituted species.2 In
the case of liquid binary isotopic mixtures of the rare gases,
and assuming a symmetrical and parabolic behavior of the
excess properties in respect to composition, the expressions
involved simplify to give

GE

x8xRT
5 ln~g`!52

m

Dm

bTRT2

V
GT

2 d

dT S ln
f liq

f gas
o D 2

, ~3!

whereGE is the excess molar Gibbs energy of the mixture,x
stands for its mole fraction,g` is the activity coefficient in
the liquid at infinite dilution, andbT is the isothermal com-
pressibility of the liquid phase. Equation~3! has also been
developed within a first-order approximation. The derivative
is taken along the orthobaric path whereasGT is a function
evaluated along an isothermal path, related to the mean force
constant~see Sec. II C! by

G52
1

2

]~ ln ^¹2U&!

]~ ln V!
. ~4!

In the case of a lattice,GT is the so-called Gru¨neisen con-
stant.

Equations~2! and ~3! indicate that the VPIEs between
pure isotopes depend on the mean force constant in the liquid
phase. In the case of an isotopic mixture, both the tempera-
ture and density dependence of the mean force constant have
to be taken into account.

B. Calculation of Š¹2U‹ using integral equation
theories

The mean potential energy,^U&, and mean force constant
^¹2U& can be obtained from the pair correlation function,
g(r ), of a fluid phase following the energy route:3

^U&54prE
0

`

g~r !u~r !r 2 dr, ~5!

^¹2U&54prE
0

`

g~r !
d

dr S r 2
du~r !

dr Ddr, ~6!

whereu(r ) is the intermolecular potential,r is the intermo-
lecular distance, andr is the number density (r5NA /V).
The pair correlation function can be evaluated either by com-
puter simulation or using an adequate statistical mechanics
theory, for instance integral equation or perturbation theories.

Lee and Bigeleisen4 interpreted the VPIE both in argon
and krypton using values for̂¹2U& estimated via the
Percus–Yevick pair correlation function for hard spheres per-
turbed with a soft repulsive potential obtained in a manner
similar to the Weeks–Chandler–Anderson~WCA! theory.

These authors applied this strategy starting from the
Lennard-Jones~LJ!, the Lee, Henderson, and Barker~LHB!,
and the Maitland and Smith~MS! intermolecular potential
functions. Their^¹2U& data are centered along the liquid
branch of the saturation curve since their focus is on VPIE
between pure isotopes.

In this article a different approach is followed, through
an improved statistical mechanical theory to extend the cal-
culation of ^¹2U& beyond the liquid–vapor saturation line.
For spherically symmetric intermolecular potential functions,
and in particular for the Lennard-Jones model, recent integral
equation theories5,6 are capable of high accuracy over the
entire fluid range~except near the critical point! when com-
pared to simulation. These theories constitute a very efficient
alternative to computer simulation methods, with the benefit
that the solution can be converged to a higher numerical
precision than that allowed by the statistical errors of simu-
lation results. The mean force constant is very sensitive to
the shape of theg(r ) function, and since we are interested
not only in the values of̂¹2U& themselves but also in their
derivatives with respect to density and temperature, the pre-
cision in the evaluation ofg(r ) has to be as high as possible
in a mesh of several isotherms and isochores. Despite their
intrinsic accuracy, simulation methods are too expensive in
terms of computational cost if the desired precision and
amount of data are to be achieved.

The Lennard-Jones~12,6! potential is defined as

U~r !54«@~s/r !122~s/r !6#, ~7!

where« and s are the intermolecular interaction and inter-
action diameter Lennard-Jones parameters, respectively. The
Lennard-Jones potential is widely applied to the study of
fluids both by theoretical and computer simulation methods
and although not an exact representation of the intermolecu-
lar potential of the inert gases,3 it is sufficiently close to
reality to provide a convenient method to test liquid theories
and investigate the phenomena under discussion.7 Further-
more, the LJ model leads to a two-parameter corresponding
states principle allowing for a unified treatment of the iso-
tope effects of the different rare gases.

The basis of the integral equation theories used in this
work is the Ornstein–Zernike~OZ! equation, definingh(r )
[g(r )21 andc(r ), respectively, the total and direct corre-
lation functions of the distancer i j separating two particlesi
and j,

h~r 12!5c~r 12!1rE c~r 13!h~r 32!dr3 , ~8!

wherer is the density of the fluid, or, alternatively, in terms
of the indirect correlation functiong(r )5h(r )2c(r ),

g~r 12!5rE c~r 13!@g~r 32!1c~r 32!#dr3 . ~9!

In order to attain a solution, the OZ equation must be
coupled with an appropriate closure, derived from the dia-
grammatic expansions of the correlation functions,3 estab-
lishing a second relation betweeng(r ) and c(r ). This sec-
ond relation can be written in the form

c~r !5exp~2u~r !/kT1g~r !1B~r !!2g~r !21, ~10!
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whereB(r ) is called the bridge function. The integral in the
OZ equation can be deconvoluted using Fourier transforms
and the set of two equations~9! and~10! can then be solved
to yield the functionsc andg, from which the pair correla-
tion function can be obtained immediately.

The bridge function is not known exactly, and thus the
accuracy of an integral equation theory depends on the qual-
ity of the approximation made for it. For example, the tradi-
tional hypernetted chain~HNC! theory assumesB(r )50,
whereas in the Percus–Yevick~PY! closureB(r )5 ln(g(r)
11)2g(r). These two closures neglect different subsets of
the bridge diagrams and the PY is known in general to give
better results than the HNC for steeper repulsive potentials.
More recent closures propose other approximations forB(r ),
usually expressed as a functional of the indirect correlation
functiong(r ), according to the so-called universal function-
ality hypothesis.

The Duh–Haymet–Henderson~DHH! closure adopted
for the present work was proven very accurate for the struc-
ture and properties of the Lennard-Jones pure fluid and
mixtures.6 It defines the bridge function in terms of a modi-
fied indirect correlation function:

g* ~r !5g~r !2u2~r !/kT, ~11!

whereu2(r ) corresponds to a partition of the Lennard-Jones
potential dependent on the thermodynamic state:

u2~r !524«S s

r D 6

expF2
1

r* S s

r D 6r* G , ~12!

with r* 5rs3. Then the bridge function is given by

B@g* #5H 2
g* 2

2 F11S 5g* 111

7g* 19 Dg* G , if g* >0,

2
g* 2

2
, if g* ,0.

~13!

C. Thermodynamic relations involving Š¹2U‹:
The Grü neisen parameter

The mode Gru¨neisen parameter,G i , originally defined
for crystal lattices,

G i5S 2
]~ ln v i !

]~ ln V! D
T

, ~14!

reflects the expected decrease of mode frequencies,v i , of
energy states bound by the intermolecular potential,U, as the
lattice expands. It is convenient to extend this concept to the
liquid state since the interpretation of vapor pressure isotope
effects within a broad range of temperatures as well as the
analysis of excess Gibbs energies of liquid mixtures require,
directly or indirectly, that information.1,2 Although liquids
usually still maintain a quasi-crystalline structure~at least
near the triple-point!, their effective intermolecular potential
is more anharmonic, and, consequently, the frequency distri-
bution function is broader than in the solid. Concomitantly,
the relation between each mode Gruneisen,G i , and the bulk
one8 becomes less evident. This can be overcome by defining
for liquids a bulk Gruneisen parameter in terms of the mean

Laplacian of the intermolecular potential~which is a mean
force constant in a pseudo-harmonic approach!—see Eq.~4!.

The derivation of Eq.~3! requires that the derivative
expressed by Eq.~4! has to be evaluated along an isothermal
thermodynamic path but, usually, both experimental and the-
oretical information on̂ ¹2U& is provided along the liquid–
vapor orthobaric line. Let us then define

GT52
1

2 F]~ ln^¹2U&!

]~ ln V! G
T

~15!

and

G‡52
1

2 F]~ ln^¹2U&!

]~ ln V! G
‡

, ~16!

where ‡ represents the thermodynamic path along the
orthobaric line. Thermodynamic arguments enable us to infer
the relationship betweenGT and G‡ . Considerinĝ ¹2U& a
state function ofT andV, then, its differential is

d^¹2U&5S ]^¹2U&
]T D

V

dT1S ]^¹2U&
]V D

T

dV. ~17!

Now, by choosing the thermodynamic orthobaric path, ‡,
one can determine the rate of change of^¹2U& with T and
that withV. After straightforward manipulation one gets, re-
spectively,

S ] ln^¹2U&
]T D

V

5S ] ln^¹2U&
]T D

‡

12•GT•a‡ ~18!

and

G‡52
1

2
•S ] ln^¹2U&

]T D
V

•

1

a‡
1GT , ~19!

wherea‡ is the coefficient of thermal expansion evaluated
not at constant pressure but along the orthobaric equilibrium
line. In other words,

a‡5
1

V S ]V

]TD
‡

5S ] ln V

]T D
‡

5ap2bT•S ]p

]TD
‡

, ~20!

where (]p/]T)‡• is just the slope of the vapor-pressure
curve. Combination of Eqs.~18! and ~19! results in two al-
ternative new expressions,

G‡52
1

2
•

1

a‡
•S ] ln^¹2U&

]T D
‡

~21!

and

S ] ln^¹2U&
]T D

V

52•a‡•~GT2G‡!. ~22!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The theoretical frameworks presented in the previous
section were combined to calculate the VPIE between pure
components and in mixtures, from neon to xenon isotopes,
over a broad temperature range.
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A. Rare gases thermodynamic data from integral
equation theory

Integral equation theories with the PY or DHH closures
were used to calculate the pair correlation function,g(r ), the
average configurational energy,^U&, the pressure,̂p&, the
isothermal compressibility coefficient,^bT&, and the force
constant,̂ ¹2U&, as functions of temperature,T, and numeri-
cal density,r, in the single-phase region of a Lennard-Jones
fluid.

The OZ equation coupled first with the PY and then with
the DHH closure was solved using Gillan’s algorithm,9

which is a fast-converging numerical method, hybrid be-
tween Newton–Raphson and direct substitution. The corre-
lation functions were discretized over a mesh of 2048 points
up to a cutoff distance of 25s. Gillan’s original recipe9 for
the basis functions, which are necessary in the Newton–
Raphson method, was followed here. The integral equations
were solved at each thermodynamic state point using as ini-
tial approximation the converged result of another nearby
point. Initially the direct correlation function for hard
spheres10 was used as seed. The acceptance criterion was that
the integral of the pair distribution function did not change
by more than 131026. The different thermodynamic routes3

~energy, virial, compressibility! were used to obtain thermo-
dynamic properties from the intermolecular potential and
from the pair distribution function. The Laplacian of the in-
ternal energy was calculated from Eq.~6!. The time required
to calculate each point was a few seconds on a personal
computer.

The data, comprising 942 state points for each type of
closure, ranging from 0.7<(T* 5kT/«)<1.6 and 0.01
<(r* 5NA•s

3/V)<0.96, are presented in graphical form in
Fig. 1 ~DHH closure!. The corresponding reduced critical
coordinates areTc* ;1.3 andrc* ;0.3. All data were obtained
in the usual reduced form. The intermolecular~Lennard-
Jones! parameters modeling each rare gas were taken from
simulation data fitted to the gas–liquid coexistence curve7

and are presented in Table I. Values of^¹2U& running over
selected isotherms and isochores are compiled in Table II.

Differences between the two closures become noticeable
only in the dense fluid region~liquid and dense supercritical
fluid! and can be important in the cases of pressure,p, or
force constant,̂¹2U&, values~Fig. 211–13!. Moreover, when
compared to simulation results, the DHH closure yields
smaller deviations in pressure, which lead to excellent agree-
ment between the corresponding saturation curves~see be-
low!. Since this agreement does not extend to the PY results,
these will not be used in the estimation of the VPIE. Figure
2 also illustrates the relation between the values of^¹2U&
calculated in the present work and those estimated using the

FIG. 1. ^U* &, ^p* &, ^bT* &, and^¹2U* & @~a!–~d!, respectively# as a function ofT* andr* . Each surface is composed of 942 (T* ,r* ) points in the single
phase region of a Lennard-Jones fluid. The values shown correspond to the results obtained using integral equations theory with the DHH closure.

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones parameters~Ref. 7! used to reduce the properties
of the rare gases under discussion.

Ne Ar Kr Xe

s ~pm! 281 339 360 391
«/k ~K! 34.3 117.5 161 227

5031J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 11, 15 March 2003 Vapor pressure isotope effects in rare gases



WCA approximation.13 The two sets compare very favorably.
The WCA results slightly overestimatê¹2U& at the low-
temperature liquid regions.

Apart from the calculations on the 23942 state points
mentioned above, the properties of an additional set of 28
state points along the liquid–vapor saturation curve of the
Lennard-Jones fluid~14 different temperatures correspond-
ing to liquid and gas densities with equal chemical potential!
were calculated with the DHH closure and are compiled in
Table III. The calculated results compare very well with ex-
perimental data for pressure, density, and isothermal com-
pressibility of all the rare gases under discussion, over the
~almost! entire coexistence line. As expected, the integral
equation theory starts to fail in the vicinity of the critical
point ~Fig. 3!.14–17 The saturated liquid̂¹2U& values also
compare favorably with those reported previously by Lee
and Bigeleisen.4 The values obtained either with the LJ, MS,
or LHB potentials using a perturbation method, discussed in
Sec. II of this article, slightly overestimatê¹2U& liq at the
low-temperature end of the gas-liquid saturation curve. Fig-
ures 3~b! and 3~d! depict the analogous behavior of^¹2U&
and r along the liquid and vapor saturation lines.^¹2U&
increases with increasing values ofr and, as in the law of
rectilinear diameters, a plot of^¹2U& liq1^¹2U&gas versusT
yields a straight line almost up to the critical point. The
simple relation^¹2U* &}r* (11r* ), as reported by Lee
and Bigeleisen,4 holds for the liquid branch of the saturation
curve but starts to break with the^¹2U&gasvalues calculated
using the SIE theory~DHH closure!.

The reduction of the saturation properties of all rare
gases into theoretically calculated universal curves, as pre-
sented in Fig. 3, adds to the simplicity and power of the
present analysis. This is due not only to the correct descrip-
tion of the saturation line properties warranted by the use of
the DHH closure, but also to the use of the simple and scal-
able ~and effective! Lennard-Jones potential. For instance,
the more complex~and accurate! MS potentials used for ar-
gon and krypton in Ref. 4 are not scalable, yielding nonre-
ducible properties between these two rare gases.

B. VPIE between pure rare gas isotopes and their
binary mixtures

The saturation data, together with the appropriate deriva-
tives along selected isotherms and isochores, calculated from
the^¹2U& surface of Fig. 1, were used to calculate the VPIE
in both pure components and binary mixtures using reduced
~universal! versions of Eqs.~2! and ~3!:

lnS f 1

f gas
o D *

5
24

\2 «s2
m.m8

Dm
lnS f 1

f gas
o D 5

^¹2U* &
T* 2 , ~23!

~G1/2
E !* 5 ln~g`!* T*

5
4

NA
S 24

\2 s2D 2

«
m.m82

Dm
G1/2

E

54
bT* GT

2r* ^¹2U* &2

T*

3S 1

T*
2

1

2 S ] ln^¹2U* &
]T* D

s
D , ~24!

whereG1/2
E represents the excess molar Gibbs energy of an

equimolar binary mixture. It should be noted that the second
term inside the last parentheses of Eq.~24!,
1
2(] ln^¹2U* &/]T* )s , can be neglected within61% uncer-
tainty in regions removed from the critical point vicinity.

The results are presented in Table IV18–22 and Figs. 4
~VPIEs in pure components! and 5~VPIEs in mixtures!. Ex-
cept for xenon, the calculated results compare very well with
the available experimental data.

The xenon experimental datum21 (ln(p(130Xe/136Xe))
plotted in Fig. 4 represents the smallest measured VPIE be-
tween pure components and a large experimental uncertainty
is to be expected~an independent work on this type of
system23 was not able to measure any VPIE within experi-
mental precision confirming the extremely small value of the
effect and the experimental difficulties that are to be ex-
pected in its determination!.

TABLE II. Selected values of̂ ¹2U* & of a Lennard-Jones fluid along seven isotherms and ten isochores,
calculated using the integral equation theory with the DHH closure. All quantities are reduced in the usual way:
T* 5T(«/k), r* 5NA .s3/V and ^¹2U* &5^¹2U&.s2/«.
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In the case of neon the results can also be improved if
one takes into account the second-order quantum mechanical
correction to Eq.~2!. The first-order approximation breaks
down for such a light element, especially at temperatures
near the triple point. At that temperature (T* around 0.75!,
the fourth-order quantum mechanical correction,2(1/3)
•(1/2880)•(\/kT)4

•(m22m82)/(m•m8)2
•(^¹2U&)2, rep-

resents about 7% of the first-order approximation term. In-
troducing this correction, the four neon theoretical
102 ln(fl /fg

o) values presented in Table IV, corresponding to
reduced temperatures between 0.75 and 0.9, decrease from
4.64, 3.92, 3.34, and 2.85 to 4.34, 3.71, 3.18, and 2.73, re-
spectively, in better agreement with the experimental data.

While comparing theoretical and experimental values of
RPFR one should also keep in mind that it was assumed that
the IE on the second virial coefficients is negligible. An up-
per value estimation for this IE in monatomics can be found
in the recent work of Van Hook, Rebelo, and Wolfsberg24

(2DB/B;0.4Dp/p). Thus, the relative correction to the
RPFR@(DB/p8)/(Dp/p)# due to this effect is represented by
20.4Bp8. This relative correction, which is positive, follows
the principle of corresponding states and represents for all
rare gases about 1% at the normal boiling temperature.

It is important to notice that the calculations using the
integral equation theory correctly predict the different rare-
gas VPIEs which span several orders of magnitude, using
simply a two-parameter corresponding states principle, that
is, simply from a knowledge of their Lennard-Jones param-
eters and masses.

At a given reduced temperature, Eqs.~23! and~24! show
that the RPFR scales approximately with (Dm/m2)s22«21,
and GE and lng` scale approximately with
(Dm/m3)s24«21 and (Dm/m3)s24«22, respectively. In
turn, the products2

•« along the rare gases series has a fairly
linear dependence with the mass. This means that

lnS f l

f g
oD}

Dm

m3 and ln~g`!}
Dm

m5 . ~25!

These semi-empirical relations and also Figs. 4 and 5 show
that the VPIE between pure rare gas isotopes decrease with
the cube of the masses whereas the VPIE of their binary
mixtures—expressed as ln(g`)—decreases with the fifth
power of that quantity. Both isotope effects increase linearly
with the mass difference between isotopes,Dm.

Alternatively, one can say that the VPIEs~both pure
components and mixtures! of all rare-gases map onto two
reduced variable curve fits given by

T* lnS f l

f g
D *

5
A

T*
1B1CT* , ~26!

with A5(1.0460.02)3103, B5(21.5860.5)3102 and C
5(22.7160.3)3102, with a standard deviation of 0.5%,
and

ln~g`!* 5A/T* 21B/T* 1C ~27!

with A5(9.3460.23)3105, B5(22.2060.04)3106 and
C5(1.4760.02)3106, with a standard deviation of 1.0%.

Previous attempts to correlate the VPIE of the rare gases
were not as successful. The first correlation was made by Lee

FIG. 2. Thermodynamic properties of a Lennard-Jones fluid calculated us-
ing integral equation theories with the DHH closure~thick lines! or PY
closure~thin lines!, simulation methods~open circles! ~Refs. 11 and 12! or
the WCA perturbation theory~Ref. 13! ~filled circles!. ~a! and~b!: ^U* & and
^p* & on four selected isotherms;~c! ^¹2U* & on four selected isochores. In
~b! and ~c! the PY lines are always located above the corresponding DHH
lines.
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et al.20 using the Mason–Rice parameters for«/k and r min

521/6s. With these parameters it was impossible to scale the
triple-point temperatures of the normal rare gases and correc-
tion factors,b, were introduced which led to fairly good
scaling for both the solid and the liquid. When the Mason–
Rice parameters are substituted by the present Lennard-Jones
parameters, the correction factors,b, can be eliminated and
one obtains an excellent correlation. Similar comments apply
to the subsequent correlation by Bigeleisenet al.25 using the
Kim–Gordon potential parameters: when the correlation
plots are corrected with the present LJ parameters, there is
again excellent scaling.

C. Force constants in a monatomic fluid

Some further aspects regarding the relation between the
temperature and density dependence of the mean force con-
stants in both the liquid and gas phases and other thermody-
namic quantities can also be elucidated using the results ob-
tained from the application of integral equation theory.

In a purely harmonic approach, the quantity expressed in
the first member of Eq.~18! is zero. In other words, the
purely harmonic lattice does not change its frequencies as
temperature changes along a constant volume path. Conse-
quently, here, GT (harm)5G‡ ~harm!—see Eq. ~19!—
irrespective of the region of the phase diagram considered.
Obviously, this constitutes a very severe simplification in the
case of the liquid phase. Generally, the entity represented by
the first member of Eq.~18! is not zero. In fact, it even tends
to ~minus! infinity at the liquid–gas critical point. Although
within the aims of the current work the neighboring region of
the critical point is excluded, it is instructive to open a small
bracket to analyze the expected critical behavior of these
quantities.

At the critical point one expects to find that

S ] ln^¹2U&
]T D

V

crit

5S ] ln^¹2U&
]T D

‡

crit

52` , ~28!

since the first equality arises from the fact that at critical
conditions the orthobaric curve path is identical to the critical
isochore, and the second equality emerges from the knowl-
edge that the mean force constant behaves similarly to den-

sity: Figs. 2~b! and 2~d! depict the so-called rectilinear
law.4,25 Note that, in fact, Eq.~21! shows that divergence

FIG. 3. Reduced saturation pressure~a!, density~b!, liquid isothermal com-
pressibility ~c!, and force constant~d! of a Lennard-Jones fluid calculated
using the integral equation theory with the DHH closure~solid line!. ~a!–~c!
Comparison with reduced experimental data for neon~Ref. 14! ~triangles!,
argon~Ref. 15! ~rhombs!, krypton ~Ref. 16! ~squares! and xenon~Ref. 17!
~circles!. ~d! Comparison with ‘‘experimental’’~open symbols! and theoreti-
cally calculated data~filled symbols! for argon ~rhombs! and krypton
~squares! ~Ref. 4!. The three filling shades of gray correspond to the three
potentials employed in Ref. 4~see text!.

TABLE III. Saturation properties of a Lennard-Jones fluid calculated using the integral equation theory with the
DHH closure. All quantities are presented in the usual reduced form~cf. Table II and alsô p* &5^p&.s3/«,
^U* &5^U&/NA /« and ^bT* &5^bT&.«/s3).

T* 103^p* &

Gas Liquid

103r* ^U* & ^bT* & ^¹2U* & r* ^U* & ^bT* & ^¹2U* &

0.70 1.779 2.610 20.046 577.3 2.712 0.8379 28.647 0.0878 797.8
0.75 3.202 4.444 20.068 325.5 4.383 0.8162 27.815 0.1029 769.3
0.80 5.380 7.121 20.098 197.7 6.734 0.7940 27.085 0.1214 740.4
0.85 8.501 10.83 20.134 128.3 9.901 0.7708 26.436 0.1452 710.5
0.90 12.78 15.80 20.177 88.09 14.06 0.7467 25.855 0.1760 680.0
0.95 18.42 22.26 20.229 62.71 19.38 0.7214 25.328 0.2170 648.5
1.00 25.49 30.50 20.288 48.18 26.09 0.6945 24.847 0.2739 615.9
1.05 34.44 40.75 20.356 38.13 34.38 0.6654 24.400 0.3576 581.5
1.10 45.10 53.50 20.434 31.46 44.66 0.6333 23.978 0.4896 544.7
1.15 57.55 68.91 20.520 27.10 57.05 0.5964 23.569 0.7266 504.2
1.20 71.70 87.06 20.613 24.27 71.59 0.5508 23.150 1.266 456.7
1.25 87.03 106.8 20.702 22.23 87.24 0.4764 22.635 4.197 385.7
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must occur at the critical point sincea‡ tends to infinity at
that point andG‡ has a finite value.26,27

Therefore, by using the definitions given in Eqs.~16!,
~20!, and~21!, one concludes that the rate at which the mean
force constant changes with temperature as the critical point
is approached along an orthobaric path is approximately 50%
greater than the corresponding rate in terms of density, cf.
Figs. 3~b! and 3~d!. Also, since bothG‡ . andGT are always
positive quantities, a comparison between Eqs.~21! and~22!
dictates that the rate at which the force constant changes with
temperature as the critical point is approached along an
orthobaric path is greater than that obtained along an iso-
chore. Finally, in order to simultaneously fulfill the diver-
gence to2` stated by Eq.~28! as well as the condition
imposed by Eq.~22!, as the critical conditions are ap-
proached,GT has to become slightly lower thanG‡. Figures
6 and 7 illustrate the above discussion.

In Fig. 6, values ofGT andG‡ calculated from the results
obtained with the integral equation theory are compared over
the entire gas–liquid coexistence curve, both in the gas and
liquid phases. As predicted by Eqs.~19! and ~21!, GT is al-
ways larger thanG‡ in the liquid region removed from the
critical point, whereas in the gas phase both values are simi-
lar, with GT slightly smaller thanG‡ . The ‘‘crossover’’ be-
tween the values ofGT andG‡ , as discussed above, occurs
on the liquid branch just before the critical point.

Figure 7 illustrates the temperature and density depen-

dence of @]^ ln ¹2U&/]T# on the saturation lines of the
Lennard-Jones fluid. In Fig. 7~a!, the rates of change of
^ ln ¹2U& with T on the liquid branch of the gas–liquid coex-
istence curve were calculated along orthobaric~‡! and iso-
choric (V) paths and are compared with values calculated
using Eq. ~22! and a‡ values taken from Rowlinson and
Swinton.28 There is a good agreement between the isochoric
derivatives and those calculated froma‡ data. The tendency
for a divergent behavior~to 2`! of both quantities as the
critical region is approached is already visible in Fig. 7~a!
but is more explicit in Fig. 7~b!. In this last representation,
values of@]^ ln ¹2U&/]T#V on the gas branch of the liquid–
vapor coexistence curve and on the liquid branch of the
solid–liquid coexistence curve are also presented. The two
VLE branches~vapor and liquid! start to diverge to2` as
the reduced critical density value~;0.3! is approached on
each side of the graph. The ‘‘cusp’’ at the merging of the two
liquid branches~vapor–liquid and solid–liquid equilibria!
just reflects the singularity of the triple point region (Ttr*
;0.7 andr tr* ;0.86).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The role of an accurate and self-contained method to
determine the average Laplacian of the potential energy or
mean force constant,̂¹2U&, which is the most relevant

TABLE IV. Vapor pressure isotope effects between rare gas isotopes, Eq.~23!, and their mixtures, Eq.~24!,
calculated using the statistical mechanical theory of isotope effects in condensed phases with data obtained
using the integral equation theory with the DHH closure. Comparison with experimental data in bold between
parentheses: VPIE in pure Ne~20/22!, Ar~36/40!, Kr~80/84!, and Xe~130/136! from Refs. 18–21, respectively;
VPIE in Ar(36140) mixtures from Ref. 22. Note the different orders of magnitude.

T*

VPIE between pure components

ln (f1 /fg
o)* 102 ln (f1 /fg

o)Ne 103 ln (f1 /fg
o)Ar 104 ln (f1 /fg

o)Kr 105 ln (f1 /fg
o)Xe

0.75 1367 4.64a ~4.18! 5.69 ~5.6! 7.88 ~8.7! 0.27 ~0.1!
0.80 1157 3.92a ~3.60! 4.81 ~4.7! 6.67 ~6.9! 0.23
0.85 983.4 3.34a ~3.21! 4.09 ~4.0! 5.67 ~5.5! 0.19
0.90 839.5 2.85a ~2.82! 3.49 ~3.3! 4.84 0.17
0.95 718.6 2.44 2.99~2.8! 4.14 0.14
1.00 615.9 2.09 2.56~2.4! 3.55 0.12
1.05 527.4 1.79 2.19~2.0! 3.04 0.10
1.10 450.2 1.53 1.87~1.7! 2.59 0.09
1.15 381.2 1.29 1.58~1.4! 2.20 0.08
1.20 317.1 1.08 1.32~1.1! 1.83 0.06

T*

VPIE in mixtures

S] ln ¹2U

]T* D GT 1025 ln (g`)* G1/2
E ~J.mol21!

102GNe
E 103GAr

E 104GKr
E 105GXe

E

0.75 0.60 1.31 6.27 38.6 17.9~18! 10.4 18.8
0.80 0.59 1.25 4.91 32.2 14.9~11! 8.73 15.7
0.85 0.57 1.18 3.91 27.3 12.6 7.38 13.3
0.90 0.55 1.12 3.16 23.3 10.8 6.31 11.3
0.95 0.53 1.06 2.58 20.1 9.3 5.45 9.79
1.00 0.50 1.00 2.14 17.6 8.1 4.76 8.56
1.05 0.47 0.93 1.81 15.6 7.2 4.21 7.57
1.10 0.44 0.86 1.55 14.0 6.5 3.79 6.81
1.15 0.41 0.79 1.37 12.9 6.0 3.50 6.28
1.20 0.37 0.70 1.27 12.5 5.8 3.40 6.10

aBetter agreement is found if fourth-order quantum mechanical correction is introduced in Eq.~2! ~see. Text!.
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FIG. 4. Vapor pressure isotope effects between rare gas isotopes.~a!
T* ln(f1 /fg

o)* as a function of 1/T* . ~b! ln(f1 /fg
o) as a function ofT* . The

lines represent the VPIE calculated using the statistical mechanical theory of
isotope effects in condensed phases, Eq.~23!, with data obtained using
integral equation theory~DHH closure!; triangles: (20Ne/22Ne) experimental
data ~Ref. 18!; rhombs: (36Ar/ 40Ar) ~Ref. 19!; squares: (80Kr/ 84Kr) ~Ref.
20!; and circles: (130Xe/136Xe) ~Ref. 21!.

FIG. 5. Vapor pressure isotope effects in rare gas isotopic mixtures ex-
pressed as the excess Gibbs energy of an equimolar mixture of two isotopes.
The lines represent the estimated effect in mixtures@see Eq.~24!# of ~top to
bottom! (20Ne122Ne), (36Ar140Ar), ( 80Kr184Kr), and (130Xe1136Xe).
The mixtures of rare gases were chosen to match systems where the VPIE
between pure isotopes has been determined experimentally~see also caption
to Fig. 4!; rhombs represent the experimental data~Ref. 22! of equimolar
mixtures of (36Ar140Ar).

FIG. 6. Grüneisen parameters,G52(] ln^¹2U&/] ln V)/2, on the saturation
curve ~liquid and gas phases! of the Lennard-Jones fluid, calculated along
isothermal,GT , or orthobaric paths,G‡ . Circles: liquid phase; triangles:
vapor phase; open:GT ; filled: G‡.
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quantity for the prediction of vapor pressure isotope effects
in the monatomic gases series, was demonstrated.

The method is able to calculate^¹2U& over the entire
liquid and gas phase ranges of a Lennard-Jones fluid, in ex-

cellent agreement with simulation data. It also predicts other
thermodynamic properties~potential energy, pressure, iso-
thermal compressibility! in a self-consistent way. The calcu-
lation of ^¹2U& data covering broad density and temperature
ranges permitted the analysis of its behavior over the entire
liquid and gas phases ranges~including the vicinity of the
critical point!, as well as to fix values for the bulk Gru¨neisen
parameter,

Although the Lennard-Jones potential is not the most
accurate way to describe the intermolecular potential of the
rare gases, it emerges as an excellent choice to discuss iso-
tope effects in these systems, with the added advantage of
being able to scale the calculated thermodynamic properties
into universal relations.
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FIG. 7. Rate of change of̂¹2U& with temperature, (] ln^¹2U* &/]T* ). ~a!
Liquid under VLE conditions calculated along different derivation paths.
Open circles: (] ln^¹2U&/]T* )V using integral equation theory data; black
circles: (] ln^¹2U&/]T* )V calculated through Eq.~22! with GT andG‡ from
integral equation theory data anda‡ for argon from Ref. 28; gray circles:
(] ln^¹2U&/]T* )‡ using integral equation theory data.~b! Fluid phase
(] ln^¹2U&/]T* )V along three saturation lines. Triangles: gas under VLE con-
ditions ~dew line!; circles: liquid under VLE conditions~bubble line!;
squares liquid under solid–liquid equilibrium conditions~solidification line!.
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